Departmental Standing Committees, FLL
2014-2015

Graduate Studies: Despain, chair, Dawes, Gross (ex officio), Magill, Michnowicz, Pastén, Rollins, Ronquest, Wust.

Curriculum Review: Darhower, Jaimes, Mertz.

Exit Interview: Bilenkin, chair. Feeny, Ronquest.

Research and Leave: Mody, Vilches(College rep).

Diversity: Arbaiza, Pastén, Eley

Website Oversight: Sotillo, chair; Michnowicz, Mari, Mody.

Faculty Teaching Awards Nominations: Garrigan, chair; Pastén, Tai.

Section coordinators: Arabic—Khater; Chinese—Isaacson; Classics—Mathews; ESL—Haeseler; French—Wust; German Studies—Braunbeck; Hindi/Urdu—Mody; Italian—Feeny; Japanese—Mertz; Persian—Mohaghegh; Portuguese—Stern; Russian—Bilenkin; Spanish UD—Darhower; Spanish LD—Navey-Davis.

Student Awards: Gross, Marchi, section heads -- (Bilenkin, Braunbeck, Darhower, Feeny, Haeseler, Isaacson, Khater, Mathews, Mertz, Mody, Mohaghegh, Stern, Tharrington, Wust,).

Graduation: Marchi, Navey-Davis.

VOLAR: Garrigan, McConnell, Kane.


Executive: Gross, Dawes, Feeny, Garval, Jaimes, Marchi, Mari, Pasten, Rollins, Tai.

Wolfpack Gives Back (SECC) Representative: Widener-Reynolds

Sigma Delta Phi sponsor: Michnowicz

Phi Delta Alpha sponsor: L. Kube

Pi Delta Phi sponsor: Marchi

Japan Center: E. Tai

Confucius Institute: Isaacson
Madrid Chamber of Commerce Exams: Gray

------------------------------------------

College Committees:
RTP, Jaimes; Undergraduate: Marchi; IT Advisory, Despain; Research and Leave, Vilches; Diversity Advisory, Arbaiza; Extension and Engagement, Magill; MALS Advisory Board: Mari

University Committees:
UCCC, Despain; CUE, Isaacson; International Studies, Arbaiza; International Programs, Mari; Diversity Advisory; 604/607, Despain, Library Liaison, Vilches, also on Subcommittee for Institutional History; O.Max Gardner Advisory, Garval

Other Committees:
World Literature, Mertz, co-chair, Braunbeck, Mody, Mykyta; Middle Eastern Studies, Khater, Mykyta; South Asia Consortium, Mody; Latin American Film Festival, Mari; Asian Studies, Isaacson, Tai, Mody, Young; UNC German Consortium, Braunbeck; UNC Russian Consortium, Bilenkin, UNC Portuguese Consortium, Stern; UNC Latin and Greek Exchange, Mathews.